AUSTRALIAN & NEW ZEALAND ROMANTIC FICTION COLLECTION
(INCLUDING AUSTRALIAN SETTINGS)

Australian and New Zealand authors, and any books relating to Australia in any way, (Australian heroes, settings, etc) are held in this collection. The Collection is added to regularly and is accessible through the Cultural Collections Reading Room. Titles added to the Collection from 2008 on are catalogued directly on to the University of Melbourne’s online catalogue.

*****************************

WOMAN’S WEEKLY SERIES.
This list is temporally unavailable.

WORLDWIDE ROMANCE LIBRARY.
This list is temporally unavailable

Adams, Jennie (Australian author)

The Boss’s Convenient Bride. Chatswood, NSW: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2005
bound with Maguire, Darcy. The Wedding Expert

Aldridge, Victoria (NZ author)
Melissa’s claim. Surrey: Mills & Boon, 1989

Allyne, Kerry (Australian author)
Real name Julia Phyllis Black
Across the great divide. London: Mills & Boon, 1979
Bound for Marandoo. Toronto: Harlequin, 1977
Cause for love. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1992
Return to Wallaby Creek. London: Mills & Boon, 1985
Somewhere to call home. London: Mills & Boon, 1983
Sweet harvest. Toronto: Harlequin, 1980
Time to forget. London: Mills & Boon, 1984
Tuesday's jillaroo. Toronto: Harlequin, 1978

Ames, Jennifer (Australian author)
Real name Jennifer Greig-Smith
Also writes as Ann Barclay, Maysie Greig, Mary Douglas Warre and Mary Douglas Warren
I married Mr. Richardson. London: Collins, 1951
Romance for sale. London: Collins, 1970

Anderson, Natalie (NZ author)
All night with the boss. Ontario: Harlequin, 2007

Andrews, Amy (Australian author)
Mulberry kisses
bound in Lennox, Marion. Sizzle, seduce & simmer IMPRINT???
Their baby bond.
bound in Mothers-to–be. Richmond, Surrey: Mills & Boon, 2007
with James, Julia. Greek and the single mum, The.
Oakley, Natasha. Adopted: one baby.
Armstrong, Lindsay (Australian author)
Real name Gillian Crowe

At the cattleman’s command. Chatswood, NSW: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2006
By marriage divided. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000
Careful wife, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1996
Dangerous lover, A. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
Difficult man, A. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
Don’t call it love. London: Mills & Boon, 1984
Enter my jungle. London: Mills & Boon, 1982
Enter my jungle. Chatswood, N.S.W.: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000

bound with
Finding out.
Heart of the matter, The.
One more night.

From waif to his wife. Chatswood, NSW: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2007
He’s my husband! Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1998
Heat of the moment. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1988
His convenient proposal. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Leave love alone.

bound in
Classic romances. Chatswood: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002

with
An unusual love affair.

Love affair, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1995
bound with
Mather, Anne. Blind Passion, 1995

Love me not. London: Mills & Boon, 1985
Marriage on command. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Masterful man, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1994
Melt a frozen heart. London: Mills & Boon, 1982
One more night. London: Mills & Boon, 1990

Outback mistress.

bound in

with
Hannay, Barbara. Outback baby.
Hart, Jessica. Wedding at Waverley Creek.

Question of marriage, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2001
Save my soul from sin. London: Mills & Boon, 1985
Some say love. Melbourne: Mills & Boon, 1986
Spitfire. [London]: Mills & Boon, [nd]
Surrender my heart. Melbourne: Mills & Boon, 1986
Trial by marriage. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1994
Unwilling mistress. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
When enemies marry. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1995
When the night grows cold. London: Mills & Boon, 1987
When you leave me. London: Mills & Boon, 1987
Wife in the making, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2001

Arthur, Keri (Australian author)

Ashe, Penelope (Australian author)
Collective pseudonym for Betty Bishop, Joy Bishop, Beryl Cobb, Pamela Felton, Lolo Houbein, Monica Moyes

Badger, Rosemary (Australian author)
Dancing with shadows. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
Girl called Andy, A. London: Mills & Boon, 1984
Sweet desire. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1994
Time to trust. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1986

Baxter, Claire
Best friend…future wife. USA: Harlequin, 2007
Bennett, Sara

Beresford, Elisabeth
*Escape to happiness.* London: Robert Hale Limited 1964

Bianchin, Helen (Australian author)

*Avenging Angel.* Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1977

**bound with**

*Devil in Command*
*Savage Pagan*
*Sweet Tempest*


*Bewildered haven.* London: Mills & Boon, 1976

*Bitter encore*

**bound in**

*Helen Bianchin Collection, The.* Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1992

**with**

*Dark Tyrant*

*Bridal bed, The.* Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1999

*Christmas marriage ultimatum, A*

**bound in**


**with**

*Gordon, Lucy. Millionaire’s Christmas Wish, The*

*Winters, Rebecca. Prince for Christmas, A*

*Dangerous alliance.* Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1994

*Dark enchantment.* Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993

*Dark tyrant.* London Mills & Boon, 1984


*Edge of spring.* Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1979


*Greek bridegroom, The.* Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002

*Greek tycoon’s virgin wife, The.* Toronto: Harlequin, 2007


*In the Spaniard’s bed.* Sydney: Harlequin, Mills & Boons, 2003


*Master of Uluru.*

**bound in**


**with**

*Dark enchantment*

*Mistress by arrangement.* Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1999


*No gentle seduction.* Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1991

*Passionate surrender, A.* Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002

*Passion’s mistress.* Sydney: Mills & Boon 1994
Reluctant captive. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1992
Savage touch, The
with Wildfire encounter
Stephanos marriage, The
with Touch the flame
Storm fire. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1992
Touch the flame. Richmond, Surrey: Mills & Boon, 1989
Touch the flame
with Stephanos marriage, The
Wildfire encounter
with Savage touch, The
bound with Touch the flame

Bickmore, Barbara

Bingham, Ashleigh
Lady from St Petersburg, The. London: Robert Hale, 2006

Black, Milton (Australian author) (Horoscopes)

Blake, Ally (Australian author)

Billionaire on her doorstep. Ontario: Harlequin, 2007
Millionaire to the rescue. GB: Mills & Boon, 2007
Need to be mother. NSW: Harlequin, Mills & Boon, 2006
Bliss, Karina (Australian author)

Mr. Imperfect. Chatswood, NSW: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2006
bound with Rustand, Roxanne. Temporary arrangement, A
Mr. Irresistible. Ontario: Harlequin, 2007

Brand, Fiona (NZ author)

Real name Fiona Walker
Cullen’s bride. [n.p.]: Silhouette, 1999
Double vision. USA: Mira, 2007
bound with James, Melissa. Who do you trust
Killer focus. Ontario: Mira, 2007
bound with Mallery, Susan. Sheik’s virgin, The
Sellers, Alexandra. Sheik of ice
bound with Ankrum, Barbara. This perfect stranger

Bright, Laurey NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR

Real Clair de Jong
Also writes as Daphne Clair.

bound with Creighton, Kathleen. Top Gun’s Return, The
An Interrupted marriage. [np] Silhouette, 1994
Kindness of strangers, The. [np] Silhouette, 1993
Life with Riley. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Older man, The. [np] Silhouette, 1993
Perfect marriage, A. [np] Silhouette, 1995
bound with Davis, Justine. Just another day in paradise.
Summers past. [np] Silhouette, 1993
Tears of morning. [np] Silhouette, 1982
With his kiss. Sydney: Harlequin, Mills & Boon, 2003

Brooks, Kirsty (Australian author)

Lady Splash, The. Australia: Hodder Australia, 2006

Brophy, Sarah (Australian author)


Brown, Marjorie (Australian author)


Brown, Sandra
Send No Flowers: Bantam, 1984

Browning, Dixie
Stormwatch: Silhouette Desire, 1985

Burke, Frances (Australian author)

Cameron, Caryn

Campbell, Anna (Australian author)
Untouched. New York, 2007

Carlisle, Christina (Australian author)

Cato, Nancy
But still the stream. London: Heinemann, 1962

Chace, Isobel
Day that the rain came down, The. London: Mills & Boon, 1970
Tartan touch, The. Toronto: Harlequin, 1973

Challis, Joanna (Australian author)
Eye of the serpent. London: Robert Hale, 2006

Charlton, Ann (Australian author)
Real name Carol Hughes
Married to the man. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1996
No last song. London: Mills & Boon, 1984
Place of wild honey, A. London: Mills & Boon, 1984

Clair, Daphne (New Zealand author)
Real name Daphne De Jong
Also writes as Laurey Bright

And then came morning. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
Darling deceiver. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1992
His trophy mistress. Chatswood, NSW: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Infamous bargain. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1994
No winner. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1987
Promise to pay. London: Mills & Boon, 1982

bound with

Wilder shore, A
Something less than love. London: Mills & Boon, 1979
Take hold of tomorrow. London: Mills & Boon, 1984
Wife to a stranger. Toronto: Harlequin, 1998
Wilder shore, A. London: Mills & Boon, 1980

Clark, Lucy (Australian author)
Englishman at Dingo Creek. Sydney: Harlequin, Mills & Boon, 2003
Family he needs, The. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Her very special baby. Surrey: Mills & Boon, 2007
In his special care. Chatswood, NSW: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2006
Mother to be. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000
Surgeon’s care, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1996
Surgeon’s Reputation, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000

Clayton, Mary

Cleary, Jon (Australian author)

Cork, Dorothy (Australian author)
Also writes as Dorothy Butler and Doris Moore
Breakers on the beach. Toronto: Harlequin, 1977
Butterfly montane. Toronto: Harlequin, 1972
Dreamtime at Big Sky. Toronto: Harlequin, 1977
Heart of the whirlwind. London: Mills & Boon, 1974
Outback rainbow. Toronto: Harlequin, 1978
Promise to keep, A. Toronto: Harlequin, 1974
Quicksilver summer. London: Mills & Boon, 1975
Red diamond. Toronto: Harlequin, 1976
Summer Mountain. Toronto: Harlequin, 1973
Thousand miles away. Toronto: Harlequin, 1978
Wandalilli princess. Toronto: Harlequin, 1975
Wayaway. Toronto: Harlequin, 1972
Wildest dreams. [np] Silhouette, 1985
With marriage in mind. [nap] Silhouette, 1986

Corrie, Jane (Australian author)
Bahamian pirate, The. Toronto: Harlequin, 1977
Green paddocks. Toronto: Harlequin, 1977
Man with two faces. London: Mills & Boon, 1982
Patterson's island. Toronto: Harlequin, 1977
Rafferty's legacy. Toronto: Harlequin, 1978
Rimmer's way. Toronto: Harlequin, 1977
Sinclair territory. Toronto: Harlequin, 1977

Cunningham, Marilyn
Long white cloud. [nap] Silhouette, 1992

Curtis, Jean

Darcy, Emma (Australian author)
Real names Frank and Wendy Brennan
Best friends
bound in Lennox, Marion. Sizzle, seduce & simmer
Blind date. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1992
Breaking point. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1992
bound with Pattern of deceit
Bride of his choice. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1999
Claiming his mistress. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2001
Dark heritage. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
bound with Holland, Sarah. Extreme provocation
Leigh, Roberta. Two-timing man
Napier, Susan. Winter of dreams
Don’t ask me now. London: Mills & Boon, 1986
Don’t play games. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
Fatherhood fever! Toronto: Harlequin, 1998
Having Leo’s child. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1999
His Boardroom Mistress.
bound in From boardroom to bedroom. Surrey: Mills & Boon, 2007
with Lawrence, Kim. Luca’s secretary bride
Marsh, Nicola. Hired by Mr Right
Honeymoon contact, The. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
In need of a wife. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1994
Last stop marriage. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1996
Marriage betrayed, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1999
Mischief and marriage. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1996
Mistress of Pillatoro, Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1995
bound with George Catherine. Civilised arrangement, A
No risks, no prizes. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
One that got away, The. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1987
bound in Outback desire, Richmond, Surrey: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2006
with Marinelli, Carol. Outback nurse
Way, Margaret. Outback fire


bound with  Bride of diamonds


Point of impact. London: Mills & Boon, 1985


Priceless love, A. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1988

bound with  Aloha bride, The.

Ride the storm. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1992


Strike at the heart. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1987


Their Wedding day. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1996

To tame a wild heart. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1992


Traded to the sheikh. Chatswood, NSW: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2006

Twisting shadows. London Mills & Boon, 1983


Very stylish affair, A. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993


Wedding to remember, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1994


World apart, A. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1991

World apart, A. London: Mills & Boon, 1986

bound with  Peake, Lilian. Never in a Lifetime


D'Arcy, Julie (Australian author)


Darcy, Lilian (Australian author)

Real name Mellisa Benyon
Also writes as Lissa Benyon

Calling air doctor three. London: Mills & Boon, 1988
Closer to a stranger. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1992
Couple most likely to, The. South Australia: Silhouette Books, 2007
Finding her prince. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Gift for healing, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1997
Heart Call. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
Her passion for Dr. Jones. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1999
Her Sister's child. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000

bound with Essig, Terry. The Baby Magnet
Midwife's dilemma. Sydney: Harlequin; Mills & Boon, 1995
Mother for his child, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
No more secrets. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon 1994
Patience and Dr Pritchard. London: Mills & Boon, 1985
Practical marriage. London: Mills & Boon, 1
Pregnant and protected. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Pregnant with his child. Sydney: Harlequin, Mills & Boon, 2006
Princess in disguise. USA: Silhouette Books, 2006
Private arrangement, A. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993

bound with Knoll, Patricia. Project: Daddy
Saving Cinderella. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2001
Sister swap. USA: Silhouette Books, 2006
Specialist's opinion, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1997
Winning her back. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000

Davison, Mons (Australian author)
Promise me. London: Mills & Boon, 1986
This too I'll remember. London: Mills & Boon, 1970

David, Trisha (Australian author)
Also writes as Marion Lennox
Marriage for Maggie. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1999

Dee, Rebecca (Australian author)

Dell, Belinda

Dingwell, Joyce (Australian author)
Also writes as Kate Starr
All the days of summer. Toronto: Harlequin, 1978
Cane music. Toronto: Harlequin, 1975
Cattleman, The. Toronto: Harlequin, 1975
Clove orange. Toronto: Harlequin, 1967
Come back to love. Toronto: Harlequin, 1990
Drift of jasmine, A. London: Mills & Boon, 1977
Echo of Rory. London: Mills & Boon, 1976
Feel of silk, The. GB: Mills & Boon, 1967
Friday's laughter. London: Mills & Boon, 1972
Girl at Snowy River, The. GB: Mills & Boon, 1975
Guardian nurse. (original title: West of the river) Winnipeg, Harlequin, 1970
If love you hold. London: Mills & Boon, 1958
Nickel wife. Toronto: Harlequin, 1970
Nurse Jess. Ontario, Harlequin Ltd, 1974 in Worldwide Romance Library no. 33
Nurse Smith, cook. London: Mills & Boon, 1968 (lacks p.113-114)
Project sweetheart. Canada: Harlequin, 1976
bound with Timber man, The
Greenfingers Farm
Remember September. London: Lythway Large Print, 1984
Road boss, The. Toronto: Harlequin, 1982
Second chance. Leicester, Ulverscroft Large Print, 1956
September street. Toronto: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1972
Tender conquest. London: Mills & Boon, 1960
There were three princes. London: Mills & Boon, 1972
Thousand candles, A. Toronto: Harlequin, 1971
Timber man, The. Canada: Harlequin, 1976
bound with Project sweetheart
Greenfingers Farm
West of the river. London: Mills & Boon, 1970
Wife to Sim. Toronto: Harlequin, 1973
Will you surrender. Toronto: Harlequin, 1976
bound with Taste for love, The
Feel of silk, The

Donald, Robyn (NZ author)
Captives of the past. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1992
bound with Willing Surrender, A
Dark fire. Toronto: Harlequin, 1994
Dilemma in paradise. Toronto: Harlequin, 1978
Forbidden desire, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon
bound with Bride at Whangatapu.
bound with Return to yesterday
His majesty's mistress. Richmond, Surrey: Mills & Boon, 2008
Indiscretions. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1995
Island enchantment. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
Late loving, A. London: Mills & Boon, 1987
bound with Mortimer, Carole. Romance of a lifetime
Mansion for my love. London: Mills & Boon, 1982
Matter of will, A. Richmond, Surrey: Mills & Boon, 1989
Meant to marry. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1996
Once bitten, twice shy. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1992
One night at Parenga. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Paradise lost. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
Reluctant mistress, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1999
Sanchia’s secret. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000
Tiger eyes. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1994
Willing surrender, A. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1992
bound with Captives of the past
Wolfe’s temptress. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002

Douglas, Michelle (Australian author)
His Christmas angel. Ontario, Canada: Harlequin, 2007

Douglas, Monica
bound with Mortenson, Constance. Captive of the Cariboo

Douglass, Amanda Hart
Kathleen. London: IPC, 1977 in Woman’s Weekly Library no. 6
Pirate’s mistress, The. London: IPC, 1977 in Woman’s Weekly Library no. 100

Doyle, Amanda (Australian author)
Escape to Koolonga. London: Mills & Boon, 1972
Mist in Glen Torran, A. London: Mills & Boon, 1969
Play the tune softly. London: Mills & Boon, 1966
Return to Tuckarimba. Toronto: Harlequin, 1978

Duke, Elizabeth (Australian author)
Real name Vivienne Wallington

Eden, Dorothy (New Zealand author) (also writes as Mary Paradise)

Eden Storm (Australian author)

Eyre, Annette NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR (see also Anne Worboys and Vicky Maxwell)

Ferguson, Janet

Finlay, Eileen (Australian author)
Galleon-Proudly sailing. Melbourne: National Press, 1945

Fleming, Alexis (Australian author)
Handyman’s best tool, A. Stow, OH: Samhain, 2006

Forbes, Emily (Australian author)
Mother in the making, A. Richmond, Surrey: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2006 (Medical romance)
Wedding at Pelican Beach. GB: Mills & Boon, 2007

Forbes, Joan (Australian author)

French, Emily (Australian author) Real name Germaine Kennedy.
Bogus bride. Toronto: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1997 (Signed by author)
Capture. Toronto: Harlequin, 1993
Illusion. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1996 (Signed by author)
Wedding bargain, The. Toronto: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1996 (Signed by author)

Fullbrook, Gladys
House called Kangaroo, A. London; Mills & Boon, 1968 Australian setting

Gaines, Abby (NZ author)

Gair, Diana (Australian author)

Gale, Laura (Australian author)
bound with
Cassidy, Carla. Trace Evidence.

Garside, Heather (Australian author)
Hidden legacy, A. USA: Wings ePress, 2007

Gaskin, Catherine (Australian author)
Blake's reach. Melbourne: Reader's Book Club, 1960
Daughter of the house. [np] Fontana, 1952
Fiona. London: Fontana, 1973
I know my love. Leicester, Charnwood, 1962
Sara Dane. Toronto: Bantam, 1954

Gee, Emily (New Zealand author)
Thief with no shadow. Nottingham, UK: Solaris, 2007

Gordon, Valerie (Australian author)

Gordon, Victoria (Australian author)
Always the boss. Toronto: Harlequin, 1982
Dinner at Wyatt's. London: Mills & Boon, 1982
Gift wrapped. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
Magical affair, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1994
Stag at bay. London: Mills & Boon, 1982
Gracie, Anne (Australian author)

How the sheriff was won. Sydney:, Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2001
bound with
Kaye, Gayle. Kiss that cowboy
Perfect kiss, The. USA: Berkley Sensation, 2007
Perfect rake, The. New York: Berkley, 2005
Perfect stranger, The. USA: Berkley Sensation, 2006
Perfect waltz, The. USA: Berkley Sensation, 2005

Grady, Robyn

Hired for the boss's bed. Canada, Harlequin, 2008
Magnate's marriage demand, The. USA: Silhouette, 2007

Graham, Elizabeth

Man from down under. Toronto: Harlequin, 1979

Greig, Maysie (Australian author) (real name Jennifer Greig-Smith. Also writes as Jennifer Ames, Ann Barclay, Mary Douglas Warre and Mary Douglas Warren)

Cherry blossom love. [np] Fontana, 1963 part set in Japan
Every woman's man. London: White Lion, 1961
Married quarters. London: Collins, 1964
No retreat from love. Stoke-on-Trent, R. & L. Locker, [nd]

Grierson, Linden (Australian author)

Coveted country. London: Horwitz Publications Inc. 1960
Edge of no where, The. London: Hale, 1957
bound with
Arno, Suzanne. Mask of love.
Pilcher, Rosamunde. Place like home, A.
Peppertree Lane. London: Mills & Boon, 1974
Rising river. Toronto: Harlequin, 1974
Sparkling enemy. London: Robert Hale, 1963

Hampson, Anne [query: pseud of Gloria Bevan, NZ author?]

Beyond the sweet waters. London: Mills & Boon, 1970
Call of the heathen. London: Mills & Boon, 1980
Call of the outback. Toronto: Harlequin, 1977
Call of the veld. London: Mills & Boon, 1978
Coolabah Creek. London: Mills & Boon, 1979
Fly beyond the sunset. London: Mills & Boon, 1977
Follow a shadow. London: Mills & Boon, 1971
Heaven is high. London: Mills & Boon, 1970
Isle at the rainbow’s end. London: Mills & Boon, 1976
Isle of the rainbows. London: Mills & Boon, 1971
Man of the outback. [np] Silhouette, 1980
Pride and power. London: Mills & Boon, 1974
Rose from Lucifer, A. London: Mills & Boon, 1979
Stars over Sarawak. London: Mills & Boon, 1974
When the bough breaks. London: Mills & Boon, 1970

Hannay, Barbara (Australian author)
Borrowed Bachelor. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1999
Bride at Birralee, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Claiming the cattleman’s heart. Richmond, Surrey: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2006
Her Playboy Challenge. Chatswood, NSW: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2004
In the heart of the outback. Surrey: Mills & Boon, 2007
Needed: her Mr. Right. Ontario: Harlequin, 2007
Outback baby

bound in Outback proposals. Richmond, Surrey: Mills & Boon, 2006

with Armstrong, Lindsay. Outback mistress
Hart, Jessica. Wedding at Waverley Creek

Outback wife and mother. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1999
Outback with the boss. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000
Parisian proposition, A. Sydney: Harlequin, Mills & Boon, 2003
Princess in the outback. Chatswood, NSW: Harlequin, Mills & Boon, 2004
Their doorstep baby. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Wedding at Windaroo, A. Sydney: Harlequin, Mills & Boon, 2003

Hart Jessica
Bride for Barra Creek, A. Chatswood, NSW: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2001
Partner for love. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1995
Wedding at Waverley Creek. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000
Woman at Willagong Creek. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993

Harvey, Samantha (Australian author)
real name Thelma Joyce McDonald

Hawkins, Mary (Australian author)
Burnout. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1994
Priority care. Toronto: Harlequin, 1994
Trusting Dr Scott. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1996

Henaghan, Rosalie (NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR)
Search for a rainbow. London: Mills & Boon, 1985
Sophisticated urchin, The. Winnipeg, Harlequin, 1970
Hilliard, Nerina (Australian author)
*Dark star.* Bath, Chivers Press, 1968
*Sister to Meryl.* Toronto: Harlequin, 1977
*Teachers must learn.* London: Mills & Boon, 1968

Holder, Mary Kate ((Australian author))
* Australians in love.* Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2001
bound with
  *Wallington, Vivienne. Kindergarten cupids*
  *Darcy, Lilian. For the taking.*

Hollyock, Dulcie (Australian author)
*Double masquerade.* Toronto: Harlequin, 1985
*An innocent madness.* Toronto: Harlequin, 1984

Housden, Frances (NZ author)
bound with
  *Brockmann, Suzanne. Night watch*
  *Honeymoon with a stranger.* Surrey: Intrigue, Mills & Boon, 2007
  *Love under fire.* Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
bound with
  *Barton, Beverly. Jack’s Christmas mission*
  *Stranded with a stranger.* Surrey: Intrigue, Mills & Boon

Hughes, Carol (Australian author) (see Ann Charlton)

Hunte, Judith (Australian author)
*Healing of Dr Travis, The.* London: Mills & Boon, 1988
*Key to Dr Larsen, The.* London: Mills & Boon, 1992

Hunter, Kelly
*Priceless.* Surrey: Mills & Boon, 2007
*Sleeping partner.* Surrey: Mills & Boon, 2007
*Wife for a week.* Ontario: Harlequin, 2007

Jacobs, Anna (Australian author)
*Bright day dawning.* UK: Hodder & Stoughton, 2006
*Corrigan legacy, The.* New York: Seven House, 2006
*Family connections.* New York: Seven House, 2007
*Heart of the town.* London: Hodder & Stoughton, 2006
*Kirsty’s vineyard.* Surrey: Severn House, 2007
*Pride of Lancashire.* UK: Hodder, 2005
*Star of the North.* UK: Hodder, 2006

James, Melissa (Australian author)
Can you forget? Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2004
bound with Price, Maggie. Hidden Agenda
Her Galahad. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
bound with Sala, Sharon. Way to yesterday, The
Her outback knight. Ontario: Harlequin, 2007

James, Sophia (NZ author)
High seas to high society. Ontario, Canada: Harlequin, 2008

Jameson, Bronwyn (Australian author)
Addicted to Nick. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2001
bound with Garbera, Katherine. Tycoon’s temptation, The
bound with Rose, Emily. Bending to the bachelor’s will
In bed with the boss’s daughter. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2001
bound with Summers, Ashley. Beauty in his bedroom
bound with Cousins, Amy Jo. At your service
Zane: the wild one. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
bound with McCauley, Barbara. Taming Blackhawk

John, Nancy
Outback summer. [np] Silhouette, 1981

Jones, Minka (Australian author)
Master of Buckland’s. Surrey, Mills & Boon, 1988

Kelly, Alison (Australian author)
Boots in the bedroom! Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1997
Dangerous ground. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1996
Irresistible attraction. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1994

Kendrick, Sharon (Australian author)
Future king’s bride, The
with Mediterranean prince’s passion, The
Prince’s love-child, The
Italian boss, housekeeper bride. Toronto: Harlequin, 2007
Mediterranean prince’s passion, The
with Future king’s bride, The
Prince’s love-child, The
with Future king’s bride, The
Mediterranean prince’s passion, The

Ker, Madeleine
Frazer’s law. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1987

Kilby, Joan (Australian author)
Child of her dreams. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Father’s place. A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1988
Nanny makes three. Toronto: Harlequin, 2007
Party of three. Toronto: Harlequin, 2006
Spencer’s child. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1999

Kirkman, Helen (NZ author)
Fearless. Canada: Harlequin, 2006

La’Brooy, Melanie (Australian author)
Wish list, The. Australia: penguin Books, 2005
Serendipity, Australia: Penguin, 2007

Laffeaty, Christina

Laurens, Stephanie (Australian author)
bound with Gracie, Anne, Tallie’s knight
Byrne, Julia, Independent lady, An
Four in hand
with Impetuous innocents
Season for scandal, Al. N.S.W.: Mira Books, 2001
Tangled reins. [np]; Masquerade, 1992

Lee, Miranda (Australian author)
Australian playboy tycoons. Surrey: Mills & Boon, 2006
Asking for trouble. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
At her boss’s bidding. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Billionaire bachelors. Surrey: Harlequin books, 2007
Blackmailed into the Italian’s bed, Sydney: Harlequin, 2007
Facing up to Fatherhood. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1999
Love-sla ve to the sheikh. Toronto: Harlequin, 2006
Man for the night, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Marriage at a price. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Nanny named Nick, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1997
with Capture a shadow by Leigh Michaels
Water from the moon by Terese Ramin
Groom and a promise, A by Karen Rose Smith
Playboy’s virgin, The.
bound in Australian playboy tycoons . Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000
with Playboy’s proposition, The
Playboy’s in Pursuit, The
Pleasured in the billionaire’s bed. Don Mills, Ontario: Harlequin, 2006
Reluctant lover, The
bound with After the affair. Chatswood, NSW: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2003
Rich Man’s revenge, A. Sydney: Harlequin, Mills & Boons, 2003
bound with Lamb, Charlotte. Forbidden Fruit
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sold to the Sheikh</td>
<td>Sydney: Harlequin, Mills &amp; Boon, 2003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wedding-night affair, The</td>
<td>Sydney: Harlequin Mills &amp; Boon, 1999 (2 copies)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wedding-night affair, The Chatswood, NSW: Harlequin</td>
<td></td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leigh, Roberta</td>
<td>My heart's a dancer. London: Mills &amp; Boon, 1971</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bound with Carroll, Marisa. Baby 101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor cure. Sydney: Harlequin Mills &amp; Boon, 1999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bride by accident. London: Mills &amp; Boon, 2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bride for Christmas, A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with Mortimer, Carol. Her Christmas Romeo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winters, Rebecca. Tycoon's Christmas engagement, The.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child in need, A. NSW, Australia: Harlequin, Mills &amp; Boon, 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child in need, A. NSW, Australia: Harlequin, Mills &amp; Boon, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Blake's angel. NSW, Australia: Harlequin Mills &amp; Boon, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bound in Mistletoe Miracles, The</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with Neels, Betty Eulalia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George, Catherine. Extra Special Gift, The</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forever family, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills &amp; Boon, 2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His miracle bride. Surrey: Mills &amp; Boon, 2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irresistible desire, An.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bound in Lennox, Marion. Sizzle, seduce &amp; simmer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Eden, The. Richmond, Surrey: Mills &amp; Boon, 1993</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Eden, The. Richmond, Surrey: Mills &amp; Boon, 1993</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marriage for Maggie. Sydney: Harlequin Mills &amp; Boon, 1999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millionaire for Molly. A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills &amp; Boon, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Princess of convenience. Richmond, Surrey: Harlequin, Mills & Boon, 2005
Rescue at Cradle Lake. Richmond, Surrey: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2006
Royal proposition, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Royal proposition, A. Surrey: Mills & Boon, 2006
bound in Royal proposals. Richmond, Surrey: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2006
with Donald, Robyn. Prince’s pleasure, The
        McMahon, Barbara. Sheikh’s proposal, The
Storm haven. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1994
Their lost-and-found family. Surrey: Mills & Boons, 2007
Tom Bradley’s babies. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000
bound with
        Armstrong, Lindsay. Unexpected husband, The
        Daniels, B.J. Intimate secrets
        Miller, Linda Lael. Part of the bargain

Lindsay, Yvonne (New Zealand author)

Lowe, Fiona (Australian author)
        Her miracle baby. Great Britain: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2006
        Pregnant on arrival Chatswood, NSW: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2006
        Woman to belong to, A. Surrey: Mills & Boon, 2007

Lloyd, Frances (Australian author)
        Desert rose. Sydney: Silhouette Romance, 1985
        Tomorrow’s dawn. Sydney: Silhouette Romance, 1987
        Wild horizons. Sydney: Silhouette Romance, 1986

McArthur, Fiona (Australian author)
Midwife under fire! Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2001

McGiveny, Maura

Macgregor, Miriam  New Zealand author
Call of the mountain. London: Mills & Boon, 1986
Most determined bachelor, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1999
Heir to Glengyle. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1994
His cousin's keeper. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
Spring at Seven oaks. London: Mills & Boon, 1985
Stairway to destiny. London: Mills & Boon, 1986
Wilder's wilderness. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993

MacKenzie, Sara (Australian author)
Real name Kaye Dobbie
Also writes as Sara Bennett, Deborah Miles and Lilly Sommers

Macguire, Darcy (Australian author)
Accidental bride. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Her marriage secret. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002

Marillier, Juliet (NZ author)
Blade of Fortriu. Sydney: Tor Pan Macmillan, 2006

Marinelli, Carol (Australian author)
Accidental reunion. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Bought by the billionaire prince. Surrey: Mills & Boon, 2007
Dr Carlisle’s child. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2001
Italian’s touch, The
with Craven, Sara. Bartaldi’s bride
Hamilton, Diana. Italian’s bride, The
Taken for his pleasure. Chatswood, NSW: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2006

Marsh, Nicola (Australian author)

Marton, Sandra

Martyn, Leah (Australian author)
Doctor’s pregnancy secret, Richmond, Surrey: Mills & Boon, 2007
Family practitioner, The. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 200
For Personal reasons. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000
Mother for his baby. A. Richmond, Surrey: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2006
Maxwell, Vicky  New Zealand author (see also Anne Worboys, Ann Eyre Worboys and Annette Eyre)
   Flight to the villa. London: Collins, 1973

Mayberry, Sarah (Australian author)
   All over you. Ontario: Harlequin, 2007
   Anything for you. Toronto: Harlequin, 2006
   Take on Me. Ontario: Harlequin, 2007

Mayo, Margaret

Milburne, Melanie (Australian author)
   Androletti's mistress. GB: Mills & Boon, 2007
   Bedded and wedded for revenge. Surrey: Mills & Boon, 2006
   Bought for the marriage bed. Richmond, Surrey: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2006
   Brought for the marriage bed. Ontario, Canada: Harlequin, 2007
   Her man of honour. Richmond, Surrey: Mills & Boon, 2007
   bound with Foster, Lori. Trapped!
   In her boss's special care. Surrey: Mills & Boon, 2007
   Willingly bedded, forcibly wedded. Toronto: Harlequin, 2007

Miles, Deborah (Australian author)
   Real name Kaye Dobbie
   Also writes as Sara Bennett, Sara Mackenzie and Lilly Sommers
   Lizzie, my love. London: Mills & Boon, 1984
   Sweet Mary Anne. London: Mills & Boon, 1986

Moore, Mary (New Zealand author)
   Along the ribbonwood track. London: Mills & Boon, 1977
   Matai Valley magic. Toronto: Harlequin, 1973
   Rata flowers are red. Toronto: Harlequin, 1969
   Run before the wind. London: Mills & Boon, 1982
   Where the kowhai blooms. Toronto: Harlequin, 1968
Moregold, Karen (Australian author)

Morey, Trish (Australian author)
  For revenge...or pleasure? Chatswood, NSW: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2006
  Virgin for the taking, A. Great Britain: Mills & Boon, 2006

Morrison, Joan (Australian author)
  Share house blues. [n.p.]: Boolarong Publications, 1985

Moss, Merrilee (Australian author)

Muir, Margaret (Australian author)

Munro, Shelley (NZ author)
  Shadow, The. USA: Medallion Press, 2006

Mutch, Karin (New Zealand author)
  Eve's own Eden. Toronto: Harlequin, 1971

Napier, Susan (New Zealand author)
  Another time
  with True enchanter
Bewitching compulsion, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1989

bound with
Peake, Lilian. Irresistible enemy.

Deal of a lifetime Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1995 in The Susan Napier Collection

bound with
Tempt me not.

Devil to pay. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1992
In bed with the boss. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1998
Lesson in seduction, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1996
Love in the valley. London: Mills & Boon, 1985

Bound with

Passionate proposition, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2001
Savage Courtship. Sydney: Harlequin, Mills & Boon, 1994
Savage Courtship. Sydney: Harlequin, Mills & Boon, 1994

bound with
Mistress of the groom

Sweet as my revenge. London: Mills & Boon, 1985
Sweet vixen. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1992
Tempt me not. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1991

True enchanter


with Another time
Winter of my dreams. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993 part of Mother's Day boxed set

bound with
Darcy, Emma. Dark heritage.
Holland, Sarah. Extreme provocation.
Leigh, Roberta. Two-timing man.

Neels, Betty
bound in Mistle toe miracles.
With George, Catherine. The extra special gift.
Lennox, Marian. The doorstep baby.

Norton, Joan (Australian author) (real name Joan Mary Elisabeth Cawthorn)

O’Hara, Kate

Oliver, Anne
One night before marriage. Chatswood: Harlequin, Mills and Boon, 2007

Omarr, Sydney
Horoscopes. Pisces February 19-March 20, 1977

Pakeman, Louise (Australian author)
Pinch of sugar, A. London: Robert Hale, 2006

Paradise, Mary (real name Dorothy Eden, NZ Author)

Pargeter, Margaret

Park, Ruth (Australian author)
Poor man's orange. London: Horwitz Publications, 1948

Parv, Valerie (Australian author)
Ask me no questions. London: Mills & Boon, 1986
Baron and the bodyguard, The. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
bound with Wallington, Vivienne. Claiming his bride
bound with Cassidy, Carla, An Officer and a Princess.
Crocodile Creek. London: Mills & Boon, 1988
Crows and a cradle. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Desert justice. USA: Silhouette Books, 2006
Fire in the heart
bound in Lennox, Marion. Sizzle, seduce & simmer
Inherit the storm. London: Mills & Boon, 1985
bound with Wagner, Jennifer. Twice upon a time.
Island of dreams. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
Love like gold. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
Lover's moon. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
MAN AND WIFE. London: Mills & Boon, 1984
MAN SHY. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1987
MAN WITHOUT A PAST. London: Mills & Boon, 1988
Prince’s Bride-To-Be. The. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000
PS I love you. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1995
Reluctant attraction. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1995
Remember me, my love. London: Mills & Boon, 1983
Royal spy. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
bound with Creighton, Kathleen. Virgin seduction

Patrick, Ann (New Zealand author)
Sunrise lady. Casper, WY: Whiskey Creek Press, 2006

Peacocke, Isabel M
Peake, Lilian
Undercover affair. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1992

Pegus, Rae, Palmer (Australian author)
Game of forfeits, A. London: Robert Hale, 1978

Preston, Hayter
Eagle; the story of the film, The. London: Readers Library [nd]

Preston, Ivy (NZ author)
Enchantment at Hillcrest. London: Robert Hale, 1984
Fair accuser. London: Robert Hale, 1985
Stranger from the sea. London: Robert Hale, 1988

Radley, Tessa

Ramsay, Anna

Read, Grace
Call Dr Knight. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1986 set in Australia

Richards, Emilie (real name Emilie Richards McGee)
Somewhere out there. [np] Silhouette, 1993 Australian setting

Richmond, Emma
Stranger's trust, A. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1992 Australian hero

Roberts, Alison (NZ author)
Change of heart, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1999
Father beyond compare, A. Surrey: Mills & Boon, 2007
Genuine priority, A
bound in Lennox, Marion. *Sizzle, seduce & simmer*
*Marrying the millionaire doctor.* Chatswood: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2008
*More than a mistress.* Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1999
*Mum's the word.* Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1999
*Nurse in need.* Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2001
*One night to wed.* Richmond, Surrey: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2006
*One of a kind.* Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1999
*Perfect result, A.* Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000
*Perfect timing.* Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1999
*Surgeon on call.* Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
*Twice as good.* Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000

**Roland, Betty**
*[Other side of sunset, The.]* London: Mills & Boon, 1972

**Rolls, Elizabeth (Australian author)**
* bound with Bailey, Elizabeth.*
* Unexpected bride, The*
* bound in I do, I do, I do!* Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000

**Rose, Elisabeth (Australian author)**

**Rossetti, Denise (Australian author)**
* Coming on strong.*

**Rushby, Allison (Australian author)**
* Diamonds are a teen's best friend.* Sydney: Random House, 2006
* Hating Valentine’s day.* Canada: Red Dress Ink, 2005

**Sanderson, Nora**
* Ordeal of Nurse Thompson, The.* London: Mills & Boon, 1963 *New Zealand setting*
* Two faces of Nurse Roberts, The.* Toronto: Harlequin, [nd] *New Zealand setting*
Sawyer, Cheryl (NZ author)

Shaw, Catherine (Australian author) (see Ann Preston and Judith Worthy)
   Fate in the wind. London: Mills & Boon, 1971

Shelton, Helen (Australian author)
   Heart at risk. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000

Shore, Edwina (Australian author) (real name Roma Maria Sestokas)
   Dark side of the island. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1994
   Not-so-perfect marriage, A. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1988
   Will to love, A. London: Mills & Boon, 1985

Singh, Nalini (NZ author)
   Caressed by ice. New York: Berkley, 2007
   Secrets in the marriage bed. USA: Silhouette Books, 2006
   Slave to sensation. New York: Berkley Sensation, 2006

Smith, Deborah
   Caught by Surprise. Toronto: Bantam, 1988 Australian hero

Sommers, Lilly (Australian author)
Real name Kaye Dobbie
Also writes as Sarah Bennett, Sarah Mackenzie and Deborah Miles
   Glass House, The. Sydney: Pan, 1994

Starr, Kate (Australian author) (see also Joyce Dingwell)

Stead, Christina
For love alone. [np] Angus and Robertson, 1945

Stevens, Lynsey
Australian author
Real name Lynette Desley Howard. Also writes as Lynde Howard.
Closest place to heaven. London: Mills & Boon, 1983
His cousin’s wife. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1996
Lingering embers. London: Mills & Boon, 1984
Physical affair, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1994
Starting over. London: Mills & Boon, 1982
Touched by desire. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
Tropical knight. London: 1982

Strong, Susan

Sullivan, Maxine (Australian author)

Summers, Essie (New Zealand author)
Adair of Starlight Peaks. Toronto: Harlequin, 1977
Anna of Strathallan. Toronto: Harlequin, 1975
Beyond the foothills. Toronto: Harlequin, 1976
Bride in flight. Toronto: Harlequin, 1974 (1st pub M&B 1964) in Harlequin Omnibus 1
bound with
Meet on my ground. 1968
Postscript to yesterday. 1966
Come blossom time, my love. London: Mills & Boon, 1961
Forbidden valley, The. Toronto: Harlequin, 1973
Goblin hill. Toronto: Harlequin, 1977
Heir to Windrush Hill. London: Mills & Boon, 1966
His serene Miss Smith. Winnipeg: Harlequin, 1966
Lark in the meadow, The. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
Meet on my ground. London: Mills & Boon, 1969
Moon over the Alps. London: Mills & Boon, 1974
My lady of the fuschias. Bath: Chivers, 1984
No legacy for Lindsay. Toronto: Harlequin, 1965
No orchids by request. London: Mills & Boon, 1966
One more river to cross. Toronto: Harlequin, 1979
Place called Paradise, A. London: Mills & Boon, 1967
Postscript to yesterday. London: Mills & Boon, 1966
Return to Dragonshill. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
Rosalind comes home
with Come blossom-time, my love
bound with Mather, Anne. Shadow on the sands
South to forget. London: Mills & Boon, 1963
Spring into September. Toronto: Harlequin, 1978
Summer in December. London: Mills & Boon, 1970
Sweet are the ways. London: Mills & Boon, 1965
Through all the years. Toronto: Harlequin, 1974
Touch of magic, A. London: Mills & Boon, 1973

Sunshine, Linda.
Constant Stranger. Lane Cove, NSW: Silhouette, 1983
Swann, Leda (New Zealand author)
Real names author duet of Cathy and Brent

with Michaels, Jess. Fallen angel, and
Templeton, Julia. Border lord

Tanner, Margaret


Tara, Jane


Teague, Loren (NZ author)

Highland rebel. Casper, WY: Whiskey Creek Press, 2006

Thwaites, F.J (Australian author)


Timms, E.V. (Australian author)


Walker, Lucy (Australian author) (real name Dorothy Lucie Sanders. Also writes as Shelley Dean)
Down in the forest. London: Fontana, 1968
Heaven is here. London: Fontana Books, 1957
Joyday for Jodi. London: IPC, 1979 in Woman’s Weekly Fiction vol. 6 no. 5
bound with
Bromige, Iris. Shifting sands.
Kingdom of the heart. London: Fontana, 1967
Love in a cloud. London: Fontana, 1966
Man called Masters, A. London: Fontana, 1967
Man from outback, The. London: IPC, 1978 in Woman’s Weekly Fiction vol. 5 no. 7
bound with
Sinclair, Olga. Come sail with me.
Master of Ransome. [np] Fontana, 1958
Monday in summer. London: Collins, 1961
Mountain that went to the sea, The. London: Collins, 1971
Reaching for the stars. London: Fontana, 1969
Ribbons in her hair. [np] Fontana, 1973
River is down, The. [np] Inner Circle, 1966
bound with
Kingdom of the plains

Way, Margaret (Australian author)
Cattleman, The. Canada: Harlequin, 2006
Cattle rancher, secret son. Ontario: Harlequin, 2007
Claiming his child. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1999
Copper moon. Toronto: Harlequin, 1975
Diamond Valley. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1986
Faulkner possession, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1996
Flight into yesterday. Toronto: Harlequin, 1976
Her outback protector. Toronto: Harlequin, 2006
Holding on to Alex. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1997
Hunt the sun. London: Mills & Boon, 1984
Hunt the sun. London: Mills & Boon, 2002
bound with
   Eagle’s ridge
Hunter’s moon. London: Mills & Boon, 1982
Husbands of the outback. Chatswood: Harlequin, Mills & Boon, 2001
Lesson in loving, A. London: Mills & Boon, 1976
McCabe’s kingdom. Toronto: Harlequin, 1975
Mail-order marriage. Chatswood: Harlequin, 2001
Man from Bahi Bahla, The. Winnipeg, Harlequin, 1972
Man like Daintree, A. London: Mills & Boon, 1972
Mistaken mistress. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Mistaken mistress.
with McArthur, Fiona, Emergency in maternity.
   Lennox, Marion, Stormbound surgeon.
Morning glory. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1988
One fateful summer. Sydney: Mills & Boon, 1993
Outback angel. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Outback fire. Sydney: Harlequin, Mills & Boons, 2001
Outback Man Seeks Wife. Surrey: Harlequin, Mills & Boons
bound in Outback desire. Richmond, Surrey: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2006
with Darcy, Emma. Outback heat
   Marinelli, Carol. Outback nurse, The
Place called Rambulara, A. London: Mills & Boon, 1984
Ring of fire. London: Mills & Boon, 1978
Storm over Mandargi. Toronto: Harlequin, 1974
Summer magic. Toronto: Harlequin, 1972
Wake the sleeping tiger. London: Mills & Boon, 1979
White magnolia. Toronto: Harlequin, 1979
Wife at Kimbara. A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000 Set In Australia

Weale, Anne

Webber, Meredith (Australian author)
Baubles, bells and bootees. Chatswood: Harlequin, Mills & Boon, 2001
Christmas knight. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Courting Dr Groves. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1996
Dear Doctor. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Dr Graham’s marriage. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
Different destiny, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1994
Father by Christmas, A. Chatswood, NSW: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2006
Flight into love. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1995
Heart’s command. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000
Her Dr. Wright. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002
His runaway nurse. Chatswood: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2007
Life, lust and dog
bound in

Love me. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000
Marry Me. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000
Nurse he’s been waiting for, The. Surrey: Mills & boon, 2007
Practice in the clouds. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1995
Pregnant nurse’s Christmas wish, A. Surrey: Mills & Boon, 2007
Redeeming Dr Hammond. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2001
Sheikh surgeon. Ontario, Canada: Harlequin, 2006
Subtle magic. A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1995
Testing time, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1994
Trust me. Sydney Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2000
Unruly heart. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1995
Very precious gift, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2001
Whisper in the heart. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 1994
Women worth waiting for, A. Sydney: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2002

Wells, Christine
(real name Christine Diehm)

Scandal’s daughter. New York: Berkley, 2007

West, Annie (Australian author)

For the Sheikh’s pleasure, Sydney: Harlequin, 2007

Mistress for the taking, A. Richmond, Surrey: Harlequin Mills & Boon, 2006
Mistress for the taking, A. Ontario, Canada: Harlequin, 2007

West, Nicola

Whitfield, Anne (Australian author)
- Gossamer wings. Goose Creek, SC: Vintage Romance, 2006

Wilde, Hilary

Wilde, Samantha (Australian author)

Wilding, Lynne (Australian author)
- Amy’s touch. Sydney, N.S.W., 2007

Williams, Louie

Wilson, Alanna (Australian author)

Wilson, Christine

Wilson, Patricia
- Lingering melody, A. London: Mills & Boon, 1987 **Australian heroine**

Winspear, Violet

Worthy, Judith (Australian author) (see Ann Preston and Catherine Shaw)